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Australian
avocados to return
to Indonesia
Long-awaited return coincides with first
40ft container of fruit sent to Singapore
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re-entering Indonesia, following a period
of absence.
“There has been a lull over the last 8-10
years,” said Allen. “We’ve always envisaged
we’d grow exports as production increases,
and now that we’re seeing that happen, we
decided it was a great time to re-enter
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Avolution has also sent its first 40ft
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Singapore, one of the marketer’s leading
Asian markets.

Indonesia.”
Trade and Investment Queensland acted
as a conduit, linking The Avolution with
Indonesian customers and retailers. The
fruit will be made available in key
Indonesian retailers Ranch and All Fresh,
with marketing targeting middle-class

“We’ve been involved in Singapore for over
eight years, and it’s a market we want to
continue growing,” said Allen. “This is also
the case for Malaysia, Hong Kong and the
Middle East, while we are targeting
growth in emerging markets such as India
and Japan.
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